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1	Father and son Owen and Eric seduce mother and daughter Sally and Becky 25 years apart using the same 
scheme. Russell dies during a botched [*] brain surgery, while his son Jesse languishes in a mental hospital 
for 15 years. Russell’s grandson and Sally’s granddaughter conceive Allie, whom Owen’s sleazy granddaughter 
wants to kidnap. Carnies, rabbits, and Eric Close are among the guises taken by alien visitors plaguing the 
Clarkes, Crawfords, and Keys in—for 10 points—what Steven Spielberg miniseries?
ANSWER:	(Stephen Spielberg Presents) Taken

2	For twenty years he was married to a wealthy older divorcée; in 1932, he wrote Gay Divorcée. Openly gay, 
some have suggested his preference for large, strong men was correlated with the over 300 songs he wrote 
in [*] college, many of them fight songs for Yale’s football team. Obsessed with social status, a crippling 1937 
riding accident, and the eventual amputation of a leg, was a devastating blow to his vanity. For 10 
points—name this composer of Ain’t Misbehavin’, Anything Goes, and Kiss Me Kate.
ANSWER:	Cole Albert Porter [Yes. Openly gay and married.—Ed.]

3	Irrational numbers in which all finite strings of digits of a given length occur with equal frequency. 
Topological spaces in which, given any two disjoint closed sets, one can find [*] open neighborhoods of 
those sets which are also disjoint. Subgroups whose left co-sets equal the corresponding right co-sets. 
Matrices which commute with their conjugate transpose. A class of random distributions. For 10 
points—what adjective describes these mathematical constructs, and can also mean “perpendicular?”
ANSWER:	normal

4	In 2000 a controversial proposal suggested renaming it for the late Pierre Trudeau. Its original and current 
name honors a man who worked to expand the knowledge of Canada’s mineral potential and [*] 
mountains, who founded the Geological Survey of Canada. Located in the St. Elias range in the southwest 
Yukon Territory, this is—for 10 points—what nearly 6,000-meter-high peak, the second-highest peak in 
North America?
ANSWER:	Mount Logan

5	A function similar to, and named for, this function is used to define the determinant of an elliptic 
differential operator. It satisfies the Euler product formula; Hans von Mangoldt proved the relationship 
between the locations of its zeros and the distribution of [*] prime numbers which its namesake had stated. 
The sum over all integers n of n to the minus s power—for 10 points—is what function, the subject of the 
celebrated Riemann hypothesis, named for the sixth letter of the Greek alphabet?
ANSWER:	Riemann zeta function [prompt on “Riemann” on early buzz]

6	Originally titled Portrait of a Man, it was given its more descriptive title later. Its name is something of a 
misnomer, as the subject’s expression is actually rather [*] somber. In the upper right corner is a note giving 
the subject’s age as 26; the subject has an upward-pointing moustache, a small beard, a black hat, and a 
white ruff around his neck. For 10 points—name this 1624 portrait by Franz Hals.
ANSWER:	The Laughing Cavalier [do not accept “The Merry Toper”]

7	In 1974 William Shatner hysterically tried to do it solo. Days before its premiPre, it was shortened by two-fifths, as producers felt getting [*] ten answers in 60 seconds would have been too hard. Sandy Duncan was 
the first to rip out the hand straps in the seat facing the board, while Billy Crystal holds the record for fastest 
completion. Two asymmetrically placed chairs enclosed by a round balustrade are the location of—for 10 
points—what bonus round for the various incarnations of Pyramid?
ANSWER:	the Winner’s Circle [prompt on “Pyramid”] [Incredibly, Shatner lost.—Ed.]

8	It has eight stable isotopes, all with mass numbers between 120 and 130. It increases resistance to corrosion 
when added to magnesium-manganese and lead alloys, and aids in the manufacture of stainless steel. 
Discovered in 1782 by Franz von Reichenstein, it burns blue-green in oxygen, and is mined chiefly from 
ores of [*] copper, lead, gold, and bismuth. For 10 points—name this brittle crystalline solid, the fourth 
member of the chalcogen family, located directly below selenium.
ANSWER:	Tellurium

9	Kant believed it did not inhibit the development of reason, though Herder maintained it brings about a 
decisive change for rational creatures, comparing it to the [*] development of a caterpillar into a butterfly. 
Socrates claimed, “the one aim of those who practice philosophy in the proper manner” is to practice for 
it—a quote recorded in Phaedo shortly before he experienced it. For 10 points—name this event, the 
sickness unto which is the subject of a work by Kierkegaard.
ANSWER:	death [accept word forms]

10	In three dimensions it can be defined as one-third the autocorrelation function of the velocity as time goes 
to infinity; it has characteristic dimensions of length squared per unit time. For drag past a sphere, it is 
governed by the [*] Stokes-Einstein formula, which says it is inversely proportional to viscosity. The 
dimensionless Schmidt number is inversely proportional to—for 10 points—what thermodynamic quantity 
which, in statistical mechanics, governs the random flow of species, energy, or momentum?
ANSWER:	diffusion [or diffusivity] constant

11	Once the director of UNESCO’s translation bureau, this prolific author’s output includes translations of 
Goethe’s Faust and Dante’s Divine Comedy; the lyric epic Odyssey, a [*] 33,333-line sequel to Homer’s 
original; and Freedom or Death, a depiction of a rebellion in 19th-century Crete against Ottoman overlords. A 
student of law and philosophy, he was a minister in the Greek government. For 10 points—name this author 
of The Last Temptation of Christ and Zorba the Greek.
ANSWER:	Nikos Kazantzákis



12	At his death he left incomplete a viola concerto for William Primrose and a third piano concerto. His 
compositions, based on modal harmonies and irregular meters, include six [*] string quartets and numerous 
folk-song transcriptions, but no symphonies and a one-act opera. Strauss, Debussy, Stravinsky, and 
Schoenberg were influences on—for 10 points—what composer of The Miraculous Mandarin, The Wooden 
Prince, Bluebeard’s Castle, and the 1943 Concerto for Orchestra?
ANSWER:	Béla Bartók

13	Nietzsche once identified him as an answer to the questions, “Are there German philosophers? Are there 
German writers?” Yet he preferred to write his diary in Russian. He committed political suicide in 1882 by 
reasserting the [*] personal sovereignty of Wilhelm I; the king’s son, Crown Prince Friedrich, accused him of 
destroying the independence of the Prussian bureaucracy. For 10 points—name this longtime prime minister 
of Prussia.
ANSWER:	Otto Edward Leopold von Bismarck(-Schönhausen)

14	It was given in 1786 as compensation for the ceding of a 1662 royal land grant; its western end was given to 
so-called “sufferers” to compensate settlers for losses suffered during the [*] Revolutionary War. Most of 
this 120-mile-wide strip was sold to the Connecticut Land Company for 40 cents an acre; settlement began 
after surveying was completed in 1796. In 1800 Connecticut ceded to the federal government—for 10 
points—what territory, whose name is preserved in a university in Cleveland?
ANSWER:	Western Reserve

15	Abraham anachronistically invokes the Trinity in one of these works which originated in Chester. Their 
survival is curious, as they were banned by Henry VIII; most surviving examples, though, have the [*] 
bishop of Myra or the Virgin Mary as their subjects. Evolving from tenth- and eleventh-century liturgical 
services, by the 13th century, they were commonly performed at public festivals. For 10 points—name these 
medieval European vernacular dramas.
ANSWER:	mystery plays [accept miracle plays]

16	When Constantin holds her hand, the protagonist of this novel is happier than she’s been since she was 
nine, and her father died. She’s disappointed though, to find Constantin is uninterested in taking her 
virginity. After a visit to a sanatorium to visit her boyfriend [*] BuddyWillard, she breaks up with him, and 
stops bathing. Before long, she attempts suicide. For 10 points—name this novel whose protagonist, Esther 
Greenwood, is based on its author, Sylvia Plath.
ANSWER:	The Bell Jar [accept Esther or Esther Greenwood before “novel”]

17	In part it was a reaction by peasants to high taxes imposed to build fortifications along the Silk Road. 
Following a famine, its leaders demanded the Taoist principles of equal rights for all peoples, and equal [*] 
distribution of lands. The rebels, led by brothers Zhang Liao, Bao, and Liang, were eventually defeated in the 
North Cina Plain. For 10 points—name this AD 184 event, which began both the decline of the Han 
Dynasty and the Romance of the Three Kingdoms, named for the rebels’ choice of headwear.
ANSWER:	Yellow Turban Rebellion



18	His writings were inspired by an author who, under the pen name Speranza, translated the German horror 
novel Sidonia the Sorceress; it helped that Speranza was his mother. His “apologium” De [*] Profundis and 
a better-known poem were “inspired” by his imprisonment for his relationship with a son of the Marquess of 
Queensbury. For 10 points—name this Victorian dandy who penned Lady Windermere’s Fan and The 
Importance of Being Earnest.
ANSWER:	Oscar Fingal O’Flahertie Wills Wilde

19	The final portion, written in an insane asylum, was the only part to remain wholly unchanged by the editor. 
Originally entitled “He Do the [*] Police in Different Voices,” it was dedicated to the author’s friend and 
editor, “il miglior fabbro,” Ezra Pound. Mrs. Porter and the Smyrna merchant appear in—for 10 points—what 
five-part poem by T.S. Eliot whose final line is “Shantih shantih shantih,” which begins “April is the cruelest 
month?”
ANSWER:	The Waste Land [do not accept “The Waste Lands”]

20	Originally a creator goddess in Pelasgian mythology, she was born from chaos; her dancing brought into 
being a serpent of wind, with which she fathered the earth, fully populated with plants and animals. In 
Titan cults, she and husband [*] Ophion [OH-fee-on] were equal rulers of Olympus. For 10 points—name 
this Oceanid, consort of Zeus, who shares her name with the mothers of both Gordias and Penelope.
ANSWER:	Eurynome [yoo-RIH-nuh-mee]

21	After his law career failed, he joined a religious sect, and penned a theology book called The Truth. His 
new interest in writing and oration led this “Stalwart” to make dozens of terrible unsolicited campaign 
speeches, and failed him at his trial, where he tried to save himself with one of the first high-profile [*] 
insanity defenses. For 10 points—name this man, sentenced to death in 1882, who recited his last known 
poem, “I Am Going to the Lordy,” just before he was hanged for assassinating James Garfield.
ANSWER:	Charles Julius Guiteau 

22	Before and after, Admiral Richard Howe and General William Howe acted as peace commissioners to halt 
the American Revolution. This battle began with a British landing near New Utrecht on [*] August 22, 1776, 
reinforced by Hessians three days later. General Clinton marched the main British force up the Jamaica 
Road while Cornwallis hounded the Americans in a strategy recalling Bunker Hill. For 10 points—name this 
battle in which Washington led a famous retreat through the fog across the East River.
ANSWER:	Battle of Long Island or Brooklyn [do not prompt on “Battle of New York”]

23	Its proposed design allegedly, but dubiously, commemorates the year in which King Hildibald was 
behaded at a banquet. However, meeting its exact design requirements will be difficult, as thermal [*] 
expansion will cause it to swell at least a foot, and a model design proposes only a 1500-foot-tall main 
structure, plus a ten-foot variation of curb level at the building site. For 10 points—identify this 1776-foot-tall commemorative tower, named by Michael Bloomberg, to be built at Ground Zero.
ANSWER:	Freedom Tower



BONI

1	Name these literary terms, 10 points each.
[10]	A short, pithy sentence which expresses principles in a few words. Mill wrote a fragment on them.
	ANSWER:	aphorism
[10]	A metrical foot containing two long, or stressed, syllables.
	ANSWER:	spondee [or spondaic]
[10]	A figure of speech in which a part is used to symbolize the whole, or vice versa: “hands” for “sailors,” or “the 
law” for “the policeman.”
	ANSWER:	synecdoche [SIH-nik-DOH-kee]

2	Name the directors of these “family” films.
[5]	O Brother, Where Art Thou? 		ANSWER:	Joel and Ethan Coen
[5]	Serial Mom					ANSWER:	John Waters
[10]	Son of Frankenstein			ANSWER:	Rowland V. Lee
[10]	Coal Miner’s Daughter			ANSWER:	Michael Apted

3	Expand these computer acronyms.
[5]	BIOS			ANSWER:	Basic Input/Output System
[10]	GNU			ANSWER:	GNU(’s) Not Unix
[5]	USB			ANSWER:	Universal Serial Bus
[10]	SCSI			ANSWER:	Small Computer System Interface [accept plurals]

4	30-20-10. Name the city.
[30]	It was the site of a 1668 peace conference ending the War of Devolution.
[20]	The first large German city to fall to the Allies in World War II, it was originally a Roman spa, rebuilt after 
a 1656 fire.
[10]	Awarded to Prussia by the Congress of Vienna, it was the site of Charlemagne’s coronation on Christmas 
Day in 800.
	ANSWER:	Aachen [AH-kin] or Aix-la-Chapelle

5	Name the authors of these epistolary novels.
[5]	Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded		ANSWER:	Samuel Richardson
[10]	Shamela [SHAM-uh-luh]			ANSWER:	Henry Fielding
[5]	Dangerous Liaisons			ANSWER:	Pierre Choderlos de Laclos [lah-KLOH]
[10]	The New ÉloVse [AY-loh-eez]		ANSWER:	Jean-Jacques Rousseau


6	Name these cells involved in the immune response, 10 points each.
[10]	These cells, generated in the marrow, are responsible for making and secreting antibodies.
	ANSWER:	B cells (or lymphocytes)
[10]	These long-lived cells develop from monocytes. They serve as a first line of defense by engulfing and 
destroying foreign substances.
	ANSWER:	macrophages
[10]	The most common type of granulocytes, they comprise the majority of all white blood cells. They 
nonspecifically phagocytize microbes.
	ANSWER:	neutrophils [NOO-troh-fils] [accept polys or polymorphonuclear cells or PMNs]

7	Ragnarok will begin after three winters of conflict. 10 points each.
[10]	This god will start the fun by blowing his horn to summon the gods to battle.
	ANSWER:	Heimdall(r)	
[10]	Lif and Lifthrasir will hide in this tree until the battle ends; they will then emerge to provide a daughter 
whose light will replace that of the eaten sun, and to repopulate the world.
	ANSWER:	Yggdrasil
[10]	The final battle will be fought on this plain in Asgard.
	ANSWER:	Vigrid [or Vigard] Plain

8	Name these works with notable parts for timpani, 10 points each.
[10]	The Lacrymosa [LAH-kree-MOH-suh] and Agnus Dei movements in this large-scale Berlioz work have rolled 
chords played simultaneously by ten percussionists on 16 drums.
	ANSWER:	Requiem or Grande Messe des morts
[10]	The finale of this Carl Nielsen symphony contains solos for two timpanists, on opposite sides of the stage, 
representing the force implied in its nickname.
	ANSWER:	Fourth Symphony, “Inextinguishable” [accept either] or Det üüdslukkelige
[10]	A fiendishly difficult solo with rapid chromatic scales faces the timpanist in “But that night,” from this 
Britten song cycle for tenor, seven obbligato instruments, and strings.
	ANSWER:	Nocturne

9	Name these works by Tracy Chevalier, 10 points each.
[10]	Griet, a young peasant girl, is forced to work as a maid in the Vermeer household. The recent screen 
adaptation features Tom Wilkinson, Scarlett Johansson, and Colin Firth.
	ANSWER:	Girl with a Pearl Earring
[10]	In this novel, the Colemans and the Waterhouses must live through the transition between the Victorian 
and Edwardian eras.
	ANSWER:	Falling Angels
[10]	In Chevalier's first work—but her third US publication—Ella Turner moves to France with her husband and 
is plagued by a vision to uncover the truth of her Huguenot ancestors.
	ANSWER:	The Virgin Blue
10	Given two cities, identify the first new state you’d enter flying in a straight line from the first to the second.
[5]	From St. Paul, Minnesota to Indianapolis, Indiana		ANSWER: Wisconsin
[5] 	From Boise, Idaho to Phoenix, Arizona			ANSWER: Nevada
[10]	From Charleston, West Virginia to Atlanta, Georgia	ANSWER: Kentucky
[10] 	From Memphis, Tennessee to Springfield, Illinois		ANSWER: Arkansas

11	Answer these questions about events in the Book of Revelation, 10 points each.
[10]	Before the Lamb opens the seventh seal, the Great Seal of the Living God is placed on the foreheads of 
God’s servants, a group equaling what number, evenly divided among the Twelve Tribes of Israel?
	ANSWER:	144,000
[10]	When the fifth angel blows his trumpet, which creatures come down to Earth, “like horses armed for battle,” 
to spend five months torturing with scorpion stings all who lack the mark of God?
	ANSWER:	locusts
[10]	After the Millennium, which two rhyming entities join Satan to surround Jerusalem?
	ANSWER:	Gog and Magog [or Megog]

12	Name these poetry collections, 10 points each.
[10]	“And then? And then again?” Those five words form the shortest complete stanza in “The Voyage,” the final 
poem in this French collection.
	ANSWER:	Les Fleurs du Mal or The Flowers of Evil
[10]	Containing “The Wound-Dresser,” this small collection contains the only poems Walt Whitman wrote 
during the Civil War.
	ANSWER:	Drum-Taps
[10]	This 19th-century collection of German folk poems, assembled by Achim von Arnim and Clemens Brentano, 
includes such charming selections as “Reveille,” “Life on Earth,” and “Changing of the Guard in 
Summertime.”
	ANSWER:	From (the) Youth’s Magic Horn or Des Knaben Wunderhorn

13	Holy Crap! He’ll answer your e-mails while mocking your name and correcting your grammar. 10 points 
each.
[10]	Name this popular Internet character who wears a wrestling mask and has boxing gloves for hands.
	ANSWER:	Strong Bad [“Consummate V’s! I said consummate V’s!”—Ed.]
[10]	The owner of the local concession stand, he once made a Strong Bad robot out of a box of Grape Nuts and a 
Speak ‘n’ Spell.
	ANSWER:	Bubs
[10]	Marzipan’s boyfriend, he regularly borrows Strong Bad’s fondue pot.
	ANSWER:	Homestar Runner



14	Fluid mechanics is all about the flow. 10 points each.
[10]	In this type of flow, the curl of the corresponding vector field is, by definition, zero.
	ANSWER:	irrotational flow
[10]	In this type of flow, generally described by the Bernoulli equation, the Reynolds number is infinite.
	ANSWER:	inviscid flow
[10]	Unlike an inviscid flow, the Reynolds number of this type of flow is vanishingly small.
	ANSWER:	Stokes’ or creeping flow [accept word forms]

15	Given the monarch, identify his ruling house, 10 points each.
[10]	Juan Carlos I of Spain			ANSWER:	Bourbon
[10]	Edward VII of England			ANSWER:	Saxe-Coburg-Gotha [accept Windsor]
[10]	Charles XII of Sweden			ANSWER:	Pfalz

16	Even though—or perhaps because—he was married to his sister Hera, Zeus sure did like to get around. 
Given the children, name the mistress, 10 points each.
[10]	Minos, Rhadamanthys [raa-duh-MAN-thiss], Sarpedon
	ANSWER:	Europa
[10]	Eunomia, Dike, Lachesis
	ANSWER:	Themis [do not accept “Thetis”]
[10]	Melpomene [mel-PAH-muh-nee], Thalia, Terpsichore [TERP-suh-KOH-ree]
	ANSWER:	Mnemosyne [nuh-MAH-suh-nee]

17	Given the secretary of state, name the American president for whom he served.
[5]	Daniel Webster				ANSWER:	Andrew Jackson
[5]	George Marshall				ANSWER:	Harry S Truman
[10]	Robert Bacon					ANSWER:	Theodore (or Teddy) Roosevelt
[10] 	John Hay						ANSWER:	William McKinley

18	In this work, four men are trying to survive while adrift at sea in the title object.
[10]	Name this Stephen Crane story.
	ANSWER:	“The Open Boat”
[20]	For 5 points each—what were the occupations of the four characters trapped in the open boat?
	ANSWER:	Cook
				Captain
				Oiler
				Correspondent



19	Given the thing banned in public schools, name the Supreme Court case.
[5]	Racial segregation, 1954
	ANSWER:	Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas
[10]	Mandatory prayer, 1962
	ANSWER:	Engel v. Vitale [accept either]
[15]	Bible reading, 1963
	ANSWER:	School District of Abington Township v. Schempp [accept either]

20	In recent months Romano Prodi and Jean-Claude Trichet [tree-CHAY] have received mail bombs. 10 points 
each.
[10]	Prodi and Trichet are leaders of this organization, whose police and justice wings have also been targeted.
	ANSWER:	EU or European Union or Union Européenne
[10]	The mail bombs have all originated in what city?
	ANSWER:	Bologna, Italy
[10]	Three of the packages contained leaflets describing this anti-government association’s “Operation Santa 
Claus.”
	ANSWER:	IAF or Informal Anarchist Federation [No comment.—Ed.]

21	Identify these cooking terms, 10 points each.
[10]	In this method of cooking, food is first browned in fat, then cooked—tightly covered—in a small amount of 
liquid at low heat for a lengthy period of time.
	ANSWER:	braising [accept word forms for all parts]
[10]	Before cooking, foods are often allowed to stand in this type of mixture, usually a liquid, but sometimes a 
dry rub or paste.
	ANSWER:	marinade
[10]	In this French technique, a whole chicken is butterflied by removing the backbone; you can then open it up 
flat, like a book, and cook it over direct heat.
	ANSWER:	spatchcocking

22	Answer these questions about aspirin, 10 points each.
[10]	Aspirin is the brand name for what acid?
	ANSWER:	acetylsalicylic [uh-SEE-til-SAA-lih-SIH-lik] acid [accept acetylsalicylate]
[10]	Aspirin is no longer recommended for children because of the risk of what potentially fatal adverse reaction?
	ANSWER:	Reye(’s) syndrome
[10]	Nevertheless, “baby” aspirin is big now—as part of “heart-protection” regimens in adults. Within 5%, what is 
the strength, in milligrams, of “baby” aspirin?
	ANSWER:	81 mg [accept 77 to 85]


23	Since The X-Files has gone off the air, the letter X has felt ignored. Answer these “X”-citing history 
questions, 10 points each.
[10]	Which Persian ruler was murdered by his vizier Artanabus years after his defeat in the 480 BC battle of 
Salamis?
	ANSWER:	Xerxes I [do not prompt on “Cyrus”]
[10]	Sometimes spelled with a “Z,” which widow of Septimus Odenathus was the militant queen of Palmyra until 
her kingdom was conquered by Aurelian in 272?
	ANSWER:	Xenobia
[10]	Which friend of Ignatius Loyola traveled to Japan as a missionary in 1551, and died in 1552 while trying to 
book passage to China?
	ANSWER:	St. Francis Xavier


